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“Our commitment to our members” 

We have a number of ongoing individual and group activities and initiatives for our members to 

assist and support them in developing their riding skills and road safety. These include: 

 Dedicated observer support for each associate member 

 A Continuing Ride Development Program for posttest members 

 Recognised accreditation with IMI*/IAM for new local and national observers 

 Observed rides available at the monthly club days for all members 

 Training weekends for any member wishing to develop their riding skills 

 Slow Speed Riding Skills Days 

 Group Riding training and practice sessions 

 Indoor learning sessions ranging from First Aid courses to riding skills                                             

*IMI = The Institute of The Motor Industry 
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News from Group Committee 

 

The Committee has changed since the AGM 23rd September 2016.  Promotions and Media 

Coordinator the post vacated by Garry Williams has recently been take up by Malcolm 

Farrar, National Observer. I am sure you will join me in welcoming Malcolm to the team. 

We continue to have the support of both Toby Best, Chair CBB and Jeremy Thomas, Social 

Media Coordinator. 

 

Firstly, we are publishing four newsletters yearly from now on this being number one. 

 

IAM Road Smart is being used very well by everyone and all our recent test passes are proof. 

More of that from the TSG Chair Graham Barnett. Road Smart leaves no hidden surprises 

for Associates, Observers and Examiner alike all using the same Course Handbook. Recently 

we were invited to apply to pilot the ‘self-sign off’ system. This enables our National 

Observers to assess Associates and recommend them for full IAM RoadSmart membership 

the alternative to carrying out a demonstration ride in front of an Examiner. More 

information of this trial will be detailed after the South West Regional Forum in early April. 

 

Club Sunday each month is well supported with 20 plus members attending every month. I 

think the bacon, tea and coffee that is available has something to do with it, not mentioning 

the power point presentations on RoadSmart, Highway Code etc. by Gary Metters which 

normally generate some good laughs and debate. If you have not been then come and join in 

and add to the fun. See web site for details. 

 

Club training day Sunday 2nd July Ladock Village Hall usual start time 9.45am but to 

5.00pm. This event is in response to your request at the AGM.  

Again the program for the day will be on the CAM events page. Further training events will 

follow later in the year. Remember that you can inquire about any further training you want 

to undertake by contacting; 

 

Graham Barnett, Chair TSG tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 

 

 

IAM Head Office in High Road, Chiswick, West London has been sold and the whole 

Company moved to 1, Albany Place, Hyde Way, Welwyn Garden City, AL7 3BT. Tel: 0300 

303 1134. The photo below (left) is the office frontage. There are a number of new staff 

which is very good along with some experienced members who have transferred to WGC 
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The new CEO Sarah Sillars is moving the Charity on at some pace which in my book is a 

good thing. You have heard us talk about adopting the new IAM web design but 

unfortunately the supplier has gone broke. So our existing wed site and design is being 

developed and maintained.  

 

Photo above (right) is CAM celebrating the 60th anniversary of the IAM at Hawkins Motors, 

‘Memories’ motorcycle museum, in St Stephen, near St Austell. In the photo from left CAM 

Chair Terry Tomlin, John Hawkins MD, Hon IAM member and Tim Collins, CAM 

Associate Coordinator. We had a great night entertained by John Hawkins who gave us an 

insight to how his father founded the company and his passion for bikes which John has 

maintained to this day. The museum is a must visit for all bikers in Cornwall and the cafe 

serves good food and snacks. 

 

This season is going to be as busy for us as was last year. We will be holding a couple of 

training events which will keep us all sharp. We have a full diary of social and biking events 

plus of course ride outs. So come along and support your club, enjoy riding and having a 

laugh with friends and other members. 
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TSG Newsletter – March 

 

It has been a very successful 6 months since the last newsletter for CAM, which continues to 

grow and develop as a club. We have had a steady flow of new associates in that time, 

although as expected the last couple of months have slowed down. Since September the club 

has welcomed 10 new associates which has kept our ongoing associate portfolio in excess of 

20 at any one time. During the same period, we have seen great success in the number of 

associates passing their advanced rider course, 13 to date with 3 being awarded a F1rst the 

highest level possible. There have also been 3 members who have achieved the significant 

accolade of passing the Masters which puts these guys amongst the best in the country. At 

the end of February, the Club had 4 existing NOs pass their verification test and retain their 

NO qualification and 2 LOs took their test and qualified as NO’s. The Club has always 

recognised the need for succession planning and the need to maintain the capability to train 

large numbers of associates and potential observers. This requirement also adds to the 

volume of training being undertaken by the club and at any one time there are up to 10 

members undertaking observer and masters training, therefore in a typical month CAM will 

be training in excess of 30 members and associates and a special thank you goes out to all 

those observers who give up their time to make this happen. 

Club Sundays is another important day in the calendar for 

CAM, giving members and guests an opportunity to meet 

up and socialise in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere 

followed by either a social or an observed ride. Following 

the club’s relocation to Ladock Village hall the Club Day 

has been very well supported with around 20 plus 

members and guests regularly enjoying the now familiar 

Bacon roll and tea/coffee followed by Club 

announcements and Gary’s technical sound bites. 

The work of the TSG committee is never ending as we seek to maintain an up to date support 

structure for our members. Following the introduction last year of the new Advanced Rider 

Course Programme the TSG has been working to develop and introduce a greater degree of 

consistency in its function and delivery of information to the club. New procedures have 

been written and published enabling members to actively seek and receive ongoing training 

and skills refresher courses as well as providing opportunities for members to become 

Observers. The web site has also been the subject of ongoing review and update working 

alongside the Social and Events Committee and the Group Committee. 

The TSG is always looking to develop future CAM specific training days – more will be 

published on this in due course. 
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Events (updated 20th March2017); Details of all forthcoming events on our website 

April 

Sunday 02nd             Club day- Meet the Examiner 

Wednesday 05th 1st evening ride- Gary, 6.15 pm start at Starbucks 

Thursday 06th         Social Committee meeting at Dave’s 19.00h 

Saturday 08th          IAM Regional Forum, Yeovil. Four Committee members attending. 

 

Monday 10th          TSG meeting, Falmouth Arms Ladock, 19.30 

 

Sunday 16th  Sunday ride out- Graham.  

The ride will be setting off from Starbucks at Chiverton Cross at 10.00 am. The outbound 

route will primarily be on A roads up to Stratton (near Bude) for a comfort and coffee/tea 

break then onto Café 53 at Bridge Motorcycles Exeter for lunch. The second half will be a 

more gentle pace, on a mixture of roads heading back via Princetown for afternoon 

tea/coffee before heading back to the Truro area. The route is an extended route totally about 

190 miles and should take around 5/6 hours with stops.  

Wednesday 19th         Group Committee meeting Falmouth Arms Ladock 19.30hrs 

 

Thursday to Monday CAM Mega Weekend to Brittany. (Full) 

      21st      to     24th  

May 

Wednesday 3rd Evening ride- Jeremy, 6.15 pm start at Starbucks 

Sunday 7th   Club day- treasure hunt 

How to manage a social ride/leading a ride (to encourage more to take this on, mini lead 

rides to follow, possibly some suggested routes) 

Sunday 21st  Weekend Ride out 

Saturday and Sunday ride out- to Cheddar Gorge. Staying at Premier Inn, Bridgwater- all 

rooms now taken but some are staying at another hotel. 17 booked up so far. Graham has 

done a route via Atlantic highway and north Devon, returning across the moors on Sunday. 

Saturday 27th Bideford Bike Rally- Ride out led by George Stagg: 10.00am, 

overflow car park Kingsley village. 

June 

Sunday 4th  Club day- Riding for a holiday and aboard (Terry and others) 

Wednesday 7th Evening ride- David H 
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Sunday 18th  Sunday ride out- Terry 

Other events 

• Charity rides 

 For Joy Holroyd Cancer ride - Sunday13th August  

 Damerells – Sunday 7th May? 

• CAM/PAM bbq - at Bob’s - Sunday 16th July  

Dear CAMMERS 

Interest has been shown in organising another week-long trip/holiday to Brittany/France in 

early September for CAM members/associates.  At this early stage of planning, please could 

you register your interest in going with our chair Terry Tomlin by sending an e-mail 

to chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org so that numbers can be gauged and accommodation 

can be researched/priced etc.  Pillions/partners are very welcome too. 

For guidance, the ferry cost to Roscoff & back for two bikes & two adults sharing a cabin 

(overnight crossing & daytime back) would be £315 (£157.50 each).  Accommodation cost 

varies but budget on around £20/30 per night for non-shared rooms.  The plan is to ideally 

book two locations for a change of scenery/interest if it's practical to do so or unless 

something special can be found at a reasonable cost.  That's an expected total cost of only 

£317.50 per head for a week's long stay in France. 

In addition, you will need to budget for fuel and food daily.  Assuming sensible mileages, 

£20/25 for fuel should be enough and you'll likely need £20/25 for food etc. plus spending 

money. 

Why Brittany/France? 

 It's easy to get there - the ferry from Plymouth is just over an hour away 

 The roads are fantastic and empty 

 The food is delicious 

 The weather is usually much better than ours 

If you have any suggestions or requests, please let Terry know.,                  
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CAM Events Report 

 

January 15th 

Sunday Ride out 

Seven of us (plus J as the photographer) met at Lemon Quay, well Weatherspoon’s for some, 

and after a ‘where is the leader?’ search the ride was ably led by Mark. I thought after many 

rides with you all, I knew the roads, but Mark yet again found new ones. Some went across 

the Cornish Alps, past Tim’s pit, one private one, and on eventually to Seaton: back roads 

rule with Mark. Not the expected café but a caravan and tent on the car park- excellent 

service and food, quick too: to be recommended. Then home- don’t remember this bit- I 

think we split up eventually: I do remember I had to clean the bike though!  

 

February 19th 

Sunday Ride out 

This proved to be a popular ride with the most bikers for a long time- seventeen or so. I 

arrived latish to find everyone in Strong Adolfos café Wadebridge with coffees and a variety 

of bacon and sausage rolls- great coffee here. As usual with Andy, who led on his Ducati 

Panigale, it was an enjoyable and progressive ride to Tavistock, via the Atlantic Highway (if 

only this was or we were in California). Here we split up to search out lunch. Back to the 

bikes and half elected for the quick way home with Terry and the others went for another 

long ride, led back by Andy- seemed like we sampled all the roads in north Cornwall almost. 

Great ride.  

 

Thursday February 23rd 

Annual Bowling Event 

18 members, friends and family bowled, and one watched. Some were good, some were bad, 

some needed side cushions, some didn’t. Some started well and faded, others got better with 

practice. Our chairman, Terry, came top. Followed by meal to replace all that energy lost. 

Good fun had by all- well we all smiled a lot.  
 

Events Gallery 
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Rally Fans 2017 – or Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclists and Lincolnshire Advanced Motorcyclists tame 

hyperthermia!  

For those of you who are not rally fans, the Dragon Rally is probably the oldest extant motorcycle rally in 

the UK, having been held annually in February in north Wales since 1962. When I was four. The idea was 

based on continental winter rallies such as the Elefantentreffen in Bavaria. George Wilson writing in The 

Motorcycle proposed a UK equivalent "Can such a dream be realised in this country - a rally for super 

enthusiasts only, and so organised that by its very nature, only super enthusiasts would want to join in?... 

But above all it must be held in the dead of winter when only men who are men would be interested and the 

softies would stay away". When I started going to rallies in the late seventies, winter was the favoured time 

as it tended to keep away the thick heads whose idea of a good time was to pick a fight and then burn 

someone’s tent down – this notion had limited success. I suppose this is the reason why to get to the Dragon, 

you first go to a control point, and only then get directions to some forgotten corner of a field that is this 

year’s rally site.  

What to do once you’ve got there? First get your goody bag – a Mars Bar, and Snickers Bar, an enamel 

badge, a slate drinks coaster and a miniature bottle of Bell’s whiskey, and then wrestle up your tent, and 

following that, unlimited opportunities for hypothermia and to have conversations that go “I like your 

bike”…”yer, I like your bike an’ all”. But to start at the beginning.  

I’ve been going to the Dragon for the past few years, and generally have met up en-route with my brother 

Mark who rides up from Cornwall. Since we last went, Mark has got his IAM RoadSmart Masters standard 

and a Honda Crosstourer, and when we fell to chatting about going in 2017, he suggested his pal Tim 

Collins join in. Tim also has the IAM RoadSmart Masters standard, and a Honda Pan European. My 

observer Jerry Neale, said that’ll be fine – if you ride in the middle – the position known for some reason as 

“lucky Pierre” you can get some useful observations on your riding, and no doubt learn something from 

watching the rider in front. 

To get a decent long ride together we meet on Friday night at our Auntie Janet’s house in Bath. My uncle 

was a biker back in the days long before there was such a word as biker – they had a silver grey Sunbeam 

S8, and when us modern youth were bitching about the cold, kindly Auntie had a tale or two about being 

able to wring the water out of uncle’s vest after getting home from one summer outing down to the coast. 

The ride down to Bath was a bit of a late start due to inescapable work stuff. So on with two layers of 

thermal long johns, my cycling compression leggings, three layers of thermal base layer tops and an arran 

jumper that my mum knitted years ago, that seldom gets an airing because it’s never cold enough, and one 

pair of ordinary socks and some merino thermal ones. On top of that my Halvarsson trousers and jacket. Ex-

German army paratrooper boots that were a legal requirement for biking in the late 80’s complete the 

assembly. I am now into a parallel to the dead zone at the top of Everest, where if you do not get moving, it 

will be the end of you. Except of course in this case, it’s heat exhaustion that will get you unless you get out 

and onto the road. Two neck tubes, a merino skull cap, earplugs, Oxford Chillout under gloves, and Dri-rider 

overgloves and it’s time to be gone. The bike is a Honda NC700s with a Givi top box and Oxford handlebar 

muffs. MPOWDERY and off down the A46, to settle in for the ride to Bath. The addition of the top box and 

camping gear don’t seem to make much difference to the handling, and performance. That said, neither does 

the occasional presence of the lovely Mrs. T on the pillion. 

Traffic is good in the early stages, and I’m not really feeling the cold until well down the M69. The 

Coventry roadworks seem to have been there for the last two decades, and to celebrate there is a huge queue 

at the beginning of the A46 that provides a splendid opportunity to practice filtering –  

not more that fifteen miles per hour faster than the rest of the traffic. It is now properly dark, and quite a bit 

colder than the heady six degrees at my departure. I am now definitely cold – my little fingers are 
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particularly feeling it. The road is dry and there is a definite feeling of frost in the air. I am now looking for a 

place to stop and have a warm. I don’t find anywhere until Gloucester services. This is a bit below the M50 

turnoff on the M5 and is highly recommended. It is a family business and combines a pretty decent café with 

a farm shop. When you are drying off your visor in the Dyson hand dryer you need to keep one hand in to 

keep it running. The coffee and chocolate brownie really hit the spot, and the coffee cup feels burning hot to 

my fingers. I discard the earplugs, as they are working in conjunction with my spectacle arms to squash my 

ears, and it hurts. 

With the benefit of hindsight, I should have stopped quite a bit sooner. It set me brooding on hypothermia on 

motorbikes. Reading up safely after the event1 - there didn’t seem much of use directly about motorcycling 

in the cold. I found some good advice from Sir Crispin Agnew of Lochnaw, talking about expeditions and 

one assumes, walking. He says that we are alright until our core temperature (normally 36.9°C) drops by 

only a couple of degrees, and then a loss of muscle control will be apparent – characterised by appearing to 

be drunk, so clearly a bad state to be in on your bike. He says that you need to be well fed before you start 

out, and eat small snacks of readily digestible sugars throughout the day to keep your keep blood sugar 

levels up, and these to be accompanied liquid intake to aid digestion. It is particularly important to keep the 

area around your stomach warm as it is this area where the body takes its opinion of how warm you are, and 

therefore it is necessary to pull more heat away from your extremities to preserve your core temperature (if 

this gets below 28°C you will not survive). Although clearly formidably well informed, Sir Crispin does 

seem a little hard core – he says that down sleeping bags are a luxury – on this point I would beg to differ. 

The Llanberis Mountain Rescue team2 says what we are up against is technically “SubAcute or “Exposure 

Hypothermia”. This generally occurs over several hours following exposure to moderate cold. The casualty 

becomes exhausted and then cools rapidly as their energy reserves are depleted and they are no longer able 

to shiver to re-warm themselves” and this ”occurs when the body’s heat loss exceeds heat generation. 

Weather – wind and rain sap the body’s temperature more rapidly due to wind-chill”. My table of wind-chill 

data stops at 45mph, so it is quite a significant effect for us. The Llanberis folk also emphasise the 

importance of a hat - a motorcycle helmet must be about ideal with all that foam insulation. They also make 

a useful point about shivering - “Shivering will occur which is a voluntary response of the body to re-warm 

itself. Asking the casualty to stop shivering is a good test. If they can then the Hypothermia is Mild. At this 

stage Hypothermia can be treated quite easily. Stop, shelter, put more layers on and get high energy foods 

and warm drinks into the casualty”. So if you are shivering it is definitely time to stop for a warm and a 

snack, and if you can’t stop shivering you are pushing your luck. Ted Simon, the Jupiter’s Travels reckoned 

that repeatedly squeezing your handle bar grips has a generally beneficial warming effect – I’ve never 

managed to make it work myself, and can’t help but wonder if he himself wasn’t slipping into the later 

stages of exposure. 

Anyway, finally down into Bath where it snows in the most perfect way – definitely snowing, so hard man 

bragging rights, but it is not settling at all – perfect! 

The next morning Auntie Janet – obviously a follower of the Sir Crispin school of journey preparation gives 

us a mighty breakfast, and we are off (myself as lucky Pierre) towards Wales via the new Severn Bridge. 

Here we make a handy saving of £6.70 a head by sensibly not driving cars. The long sweeping curve that 

brings you in to the bridge does have some unpleasantly wide steel expansion joints that cause a noticeable 

squirm as you ride over them. We are riding through continuous sleet, and stop at 

Abergavenny to fuel up at the Waitrose there. We know a café outside Builth Wells that was our next aiming 

point. Unfortunately, there was a diversion in force that swept us away from that inviting beacon of warmth 

and coffee. The next stop was 75 miles and a couple of hours since Abergavenny at Café Draig and 

                                                             
1 The Independent Traveller’s Handbook, I Cranfield and R Harrington (Eds) Heinemann, London, 1980 

2 http://www.llanberismountainrescue.co.uk/news/hypothermia accessed 20th February 2107 
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Machinations in the Old Village Hall at Llanbrynmair3. This notable establishment has a large display of 

wooden automata, and a rabbit village. They also do a very high quality large all day (second) breakfast 

which, no doubt to the approval of Sir Crispin, we set to and internalised. 

 

                                                                                                Figure 1 Mid-Wales on the way up 

Setting off was made easier by a break in the sleet, and on to our next stop at Capel Curig (about 60 miles 

and say an hour and a half, to consult the map and get on the A5 to take us up to Bethesda and the 

checkpoint. 

 

                                                                                         Figure 2 The Bethesda checkpoint 

 

At the check-point we learnt the directions to the campsite – 3.6 miles away, and got our headlight stickers 

to gain entrance. We also met old pals Snakey and Tim who had maximised credibility by coming up from 

                                                             
3 http://www.machinationswales.co.uk/ 
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just outside Rugby two-up on a mid-seventies Triumph T140v Bonneville. It took them two hours to get that 

3.6 miles to the campsite after riding through a puddle and soaking the ignition system.   

So on to the campsite, and slithering through the field (Crosstourer traction control to off position), we then 

made the exciting discovery that there hadn’t been a moment for Mark to try putting up the massive five 

berth stand up in it tent that he had borrowed for the occasion. Fortunately, the wind got up at this point so 

we had a vastly entertaining formation parachute wrestling contest, which did finally result in getting it up 

and secure. 

 

                                                                                                 Figure 3 Our home for the night 

Some lads who were up from Redruth noticed the St. Piran stickers on the Cornish bikes and stopped for a 

gas. 

There were, I think about 1500-2000 tickets for the rally, and by the look of the field, most had turned up on 

every conceivable type of bike, outfit and trike.  

 

                                                                                          Figure 4 The campsite and the marquee 
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Next to the site marquee to get our badges and goody bags, and cooking tea on a Primus stove and a 

Coleman stove. Cassoulet de Canard avec les sauscissons de Lyon (tinned from Waitrose), and boil-in the-

bag rice (doesn’t need a colander to strain it) accompanied by a glass of chilled (what else?) white wine. No 

sense in slumming it.  

 

                                                                                      Figure 5 In the marquee - before it got crowded 

 

The evening was spent in the marquee, and then back to the tent to internalise a bottle of JD – Sir Crispin 

disapproves of this saying that the sense of warmth is illusory and can be damaging. Personally, I like to 

cling to my illusions, and indeed, to the unnecessary luxury of a down four seasons sleeping bag.  Don’t 

what he would have thought about Tim’s Cornish pasties that we ballasted it with.  

 

 

 

                                                                                               Figure 6 Having a yarn in the tent 
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I learnt that I set up for left hand turns OK, but need to be less windy about moving over towards the kerb to 

do same for right hand curves, and that I need to develop my reading of the road ahead – this being the 

secret of my riding companions apparently supernatural ability to find places to overtake. 

In the morning, it was too cold for the Coleman stove to work – at least it wouldn’t work there, and it did 

perfectly on the bench back at home, so we went to the nice ladies at the burger van and bought tea there. 

They had been up all night dispensing tea and burgers to the discerning cognoscenti.   

 

                                                                                          Figure 7 Packed up and ready to go 

Then it was off home our two separate ways – retracing steps for Tim and Mark, and across the top of 

Wales, for me. We were riding with a continuous stream of our fellow rallyists. First stop at Chester, where I 

rode in and out of town without finding a hypermarket for a petrol station, finally stopping a Toby Carvery 

for a coffee. All this time it was a lovely clear and bright morning. Just the job.  

Around Manchester, and in to Glossop, and it was raining again. I thought I would stop for a cuppa with 

some pals. Happily, (you’ll see), they were out, so it was off up the A57 to Sheffield. As I climbed up out of 

town the rain turned to sleet and then to proper pitching snow. This was unpleasant, and I made a little bit of 

a slithery stop in a layby to review the situation and let my tailback of cars go past. In addition to the snow, 

it was very foggy, with visibility less than fifty metres. It seemed a very good idea to turn back. I was 

contemplating the difficulty of doing a U-turn across the road, when looming out of the gloom came an 

optimist with no lights on. OK, I don’t think paddling across two potential streams of traffic is a good idea if 

that is going to happen – certainly no risk of them being able to stop in time. From days of old, I know the 

Woodhead pass, and that it has no sharp turns along its length. So better to press on. Until this point had 

seemed an act of idiocy at Minato-ku for somebody to specify hazard lights on a motor cycle – why hadn’t 

they gone the whole hog, and fitted an ashtray to go with it? I switched on the hazard lights, waited for the 

next group of cars to go past, and set off as tail-end-Charlie. This was one of the more challenging rides of 

my life, but with a couple more lay-by stops to let my tailbacks go past, and a bit more of an Ivan Mauger 

impersonation than I would have ideally wished turning right at the roundabout at end of the pass, and it was 

back into slush and blessed rain by the time I got down into Sheffield. I would have stopped here for a brew, 

but my chums who live at High Green were out collecting a new dog, so after the letting the impacted snow 

fall off my jacket and trousers, it was off down the M1 and M18 to the A1 and Blythe services for coffee, 

cake, petrol, and a nice chat with a fellow biker who had not previously come across handle bar muffs. 

Then a last stage back home to Lincoln, and a long shower and tea and soup. 
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Next week the lovely Mrs T. and I went down to the Isle of Sheppey to visit the in-laws, and give her new 

riding suit an airing. 11°C and a daytime ride, this time. More opportunity for filtering practice on the A1 

due to a horrid accident affecting both carriageways, and offering a sharp and horrid glimpse of one of the 

drivers, face mostly concealed by his Entonox mask, being cut out of his car.  

That five or so degree rise in temperature, was enough to not have to stop to warm up. Also, the 

modifications done to the seat by Ed at Core Motorcycle Seating4  have made it a much happier experience 

to be in the saddle for extended periods – he also stitched it up with spiffy red thread to match the bike 

colour scheme. We still did stop tho’, just for a leg stretch and a natter. 

Incidentally, if you are thinking of stopping off at the Flag Fen bronze age site in Peterborough, it’s a good 

idea to do it between April and October when it is actually open for visitors…Oh, and the photographs of the 

Woodhead epic? That’s right – an ideal set of circumstances to have your gloves off to fish about in your 

pockets for a camera, not! 

 

Nick Tucker 

Associate Member LAM 

February 2017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
4 http://edblade.simpl.com/ 
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Get active with IAM RoadSmart in 2017  

Enjoy some fabulous IAM RoadSmart member events 
We are delighted to announce some fantastic new 2017 events for IAM RoadSmart members (and family and friends) 

including plenty for those who enjoy motorcycling.  
More events in more regions will follow. Please help to spread the word - whilst some events may not be a convenient 

drive or ride away for you, you may know some people locally who might appreciate the information. 
Here is the summary of our events confirmed so far (More details below) 

 
13th and 14th May - Bike Stop weekend 

11th June - BikeFest South at Goodwood 
5th August - Members day at Silverstone Circuit 

September - Last circuit-based skills days places available 
25th November - Members event at Motorcycle Live 2017 
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All members are invited to Silverstone on the 5th August 

Following the huge success of our 60th birthday events last year, IAM RoadSmart will be holding a members' day at 

Silverstone on August 5th. It will be free to attend for all members and their families and friends. 

The day will include a members' car and motorcycle display area, a tour of the circuit control room and museum, 

parking skills challenges, a huge Scalextric set, Owners club racing to watch, photographs on the F1 Grand Prix 

winners podium, a celebration of the work of our observers, a chance to find out more about the charity you are a 

member of, and plenty more. 

All members, family and friends are all welcome, keep the date free and watch out for more details of how to book 

your places by email, in RoadSmart magazine and on the website 

Find out more and register your interest here 

Find out more and register your interest here 

 

 

 

 

Please keep Saturday 25th November 2017 free 
for a trip to the NEC. 

IAM RoadSmart is planning a major motorcycle celebration and members' 

event at Motorcycle Live 2017 this coming November.  

Full details will be announced later but please keep the date free if you 

fancy being part of a very special motorcycling event. 

 

 

 

Come and enjoy the Bike Stop event days, 13th and 14th May 

Our motorcycle clothing and accessory partners Bike Stop in Old Stevenage are celebrating this May with a two day 

event on the 13th and 14th May. IAM RoadSmart members are welcome and will of course enjoy the usual 15% 

saving on all items in store (terms and conditions apply). 

Full 2017 Ducati fleet both days for test rides 

Ride-outs guided by California Superbike team 

Arai and Shoei helmet servicing 

Prize draw – star prize 2 VIP BSB tickets to UK race of your choice 

 

Head to SG1 3DW this May. 
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10% off BikeFest South tickets at Goodwood this June. 

June 11th sees Goodwood circuit hosting a major motorcycle event and IAM RoadSmart members can buy tickets 

with £5 off the £20 admission price. The day will see thousands of motorcyclists enjoy a day dedicated to everything 

motorcycling at this historic venue. Find out more at www.bikefestsouth.co.uk 

IAM RoadSmart will be there in force with five of our local groups, and close to 100 observers, proving assessment 

and demo rides on the day. 

Come and enjoy a great day celebrating the joy of motorcycling with many thousands of other riders and dozens of 

manufacturer and accessories stands and displays with plenty of opportunities to test ride new bikes or showcase your 

slow riding skills. Cars and drivers also welcome! 

www.bikefestsouth.co.uk/book-now and use promo code iamrs17 
 

Come and be part of a very special day at Goodwood 
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Come and enjoy one of our fabulous Skills 
Days 

19th June, Thruxton (ladies day) 

7th September, Thruxton 

13th September, Croft (N. Yorkshire) 

 

6th September, Thruxton (drivers day) 

 

A great way to develop your skills in a closed-circuit environment with 

expert IAM RoadSmart instructors. Huge fun for £135 per person. 

 

Find out more here or call 0300 303 1134 to book your skills day place 

Find out more here or call 0300 303 1134 to book your skills day place 

 

CAM is Looking New Lead Riders for Group Organised Rides 

Convoy Riding  

The following advice on organising and riding in CAM Group Organised Rides (GOR’s) 

comes from a Workshop held on the 17th November 2012. This paper was presented to 

CAM’s Training Support Group on 21st January 2013 and is the Group recommended 

process, it should be read in conjunction with the IAM publication Group Organised Rides – 

a guide and does not replace any IAM policy 

GOR’s are open to all fully paid up Members, and Associate Members who have been 

invited by their Observer (the Observer will normally accompany their Associate on their 

first GOR). Associate members are asked not to bring pillions on GOR’s. 

Please ensure that you have a full tank of fuel at the start of the GOR as fuel stops will 

normally be planed for about every 100 miles – if your bike doesn’t have this range please 

make sure you advise the Ride Leader (RL) 

Briefing  

The RL will hold a briefing at the start of each GOR: this will variously include the aim of 

the GOR (what sort of ride it is) route, distance, stops and details of the end point of each 

sector of the GOR an IAM disclaimer will be given at each GOR as well as an explanation of 

the 2nd (Wo)man drop off system. The RL will provide the GOR with their mobile phone 

number in case of problems arising during the ride. 
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2nd Man Drop off system  

This system is used to mark deviation from route at every junction turn or roundabout – if 

the direction of travel is straight on the junction is not so marked The RL will indicate, by 

pointing, to rider directly behind them the need to mark a junction 

 the Marker MUST stop in a safe place 

 position themselves just before the junction and indicate to following riders the direction of 

travel 

 The Marker must wait at the junction until the Last Man arrives indicating all the Ride has 

passed and will indicate the Marker may continue 

Good practice also suggests that all riders should be aware of where the bike following them 

is and if the fall from sight for a sustained period it may be prudent to stop and allow them to 

catch up – the RL should check with the Last Man, at the end of each sector, that the pacing 

of the ride is OK 

Safe following distances  

In slow town traffic or on dual carriageways it is possible to ride in a staggered formation, 

the formation is set by the position of the RL, remember you must keep formation as the bike 

following you may need a greater stopping distance past you. Your stopping distance is a 

minimum of 2 seconds from the bike in-front of the bike in-front of you! 

Overtaking  

Normally there will be no overtaking within the GOR, the exception being if the rider in 

front indicated for you to do so 

 Moving through traffic keep only one bike between each two vehicles 

 Make sure you landing place is vacated BEFORE you try to fill it 

 Always check when pulling in that there isn’t a bike following you into the same place and 

move to the nearside to allow them to land 

 As the RL you must move forward of a convoy of traffic to give space for the GOR to 

follow you and make good progress if you don’t do this there is no point in your overtake! 

 On dual carriageways, having overtaken do not pull back to the nearside unless you have at 

least 10 seconds before you need to pull out again (avoid forming a Chinese Dragon!) 
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 On single carriageways, if safe to do so, stay out on the wrong side of the road with your 

indicator on for 2 or 3 seconds after passing traffic to show that the road is clear at least up to 

your position BUT only if it’s safe 

Speed Limits  

Speed limits are never negotiable, ALL will be observed in the GOR. 

In 30’s and 40’s the RL may ride below the limit to allow the ride to close up if it is 

straggling 

Emergencies  

In the event of a road traffic incident NO member of the group will be allowed to continue 

unaccompanied on a damaged bike or if injured 

If an incident occurs the LM will take control of the incident and direct other rides from the 

scene and to advise the GL and Makers along the rout 

Ending your ride  

At the end of the day advise the GL and LM where you want to peel off to home at the last 

sector stop. If you change you mind on route wait at your turn for the Last Man and wave 

him on indicating, you are OK and are leaving the ride             

Ride Safe Enjoy your Ride and Keep the Shiney Side Up!      Mark Tucker and Terry Tomlin (workshop leaders) 20th November 2012 

 

 

 

 

 

On the open road and country lanes 
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Through Towns and Villages 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stop for a refreshment Break 

 

 

 

 

SHOW OTHER MEMBERS YOUR FAVORITE ROADS OF CORNWALL & DEVON 

“The Choice is yours” 

Interested  

Contact 

Graham Barnett; tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 
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Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclists Committee 
Chair  

Terry Tomlins  

chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

 

Vice – Chair Media coordinator 
Dave Hinchcliffe 

vicechair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 

 

Group Secretary  

Pete O'Connell 

secretary@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 

       

Treasurer  

Bob Griffin 

treasurer@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

 

Marketing and PR 

Coordinator 

Malcolm  

marketing@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 

Social and Events Committee  

(SEC) – Coordinator 

 Julie Calow / Dave Hinchcliffe 

 events@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

 

Associate Coordinator  

Tim Collins 

associates@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

 

Training Support Group (TSG) 

Observers’ Forum 

Graham Barnett 

tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

Membership Secretary  
Mark Tucker 

members@iamroadsmartcornwall.org  

   

Newsletter Editor  

Sam Patmore 

news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org     

Club Day Coordinator  

Gary Metter 

 

Committee CAM Regalia 

Barry Riddle 

regalia@iamroadsmartcornwall.org 

 

Committee Member  Vacancy 

Committee Member Vacancy 

Honorary Vice President of CAM Roger Fleet 

Honorary Vice President of CAM Shelagh Garrard 

Recognition for their Work and Commitment for CAM and Its Members 
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